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the negative effects
of targeted development
tax credits in missouri
By Christine Harbin
The state government in Missouri
has issued $3,478,108,538 in targeted

expense of other activities. This is

tax credits since 2000. Meanwhile, there

because the state has a budget, and

is much evidence that this expenditure

a dollar spent on tax credits is a dollar

doesn’t encourage economic activity

that the state must cut from another

and job growth.

program.

In this essay, I explain how targeted

To exacerbate this problem,

tax credit programs in Missouri are

unredeemed tax credits represent a

a significant problem that negatively

future financial liability for the state.

affects Missouri’s economy. I will refer

This is because many credits do not

to research demonstrating that, in

have to be redeemed in the year that

Missouri and in other states, these

they were issued. The existence of such
unredeemed credits negatively affects

programs are a poor strategy for
economic development. I will indicate
the significance of this problem, and
conclude with proposed solutions and
actions to address it.

Missouri’s ability to recover from difficult
economic times, because officials will
have to dole out money at unexpected
intervals in the future. When these tax
credits are redeemed in the future, it
could cause the state to run a deficit, or

significance

exacerbate an existing deficit. Even if

From fiscal year 2001 to fiscal year

Missouri were to scale back or eliminate

2009, tax credit redemptions in the state

its incentive programs, it could still end

of Missouri increased by 57 percent,

up paying out in the future as existing

while net general revenue (GR) fund

credits are redeemed. The uncertainty of

collections by the state increased by

when these tax credits will be redeemed

only 15.7 percent.

makes it more difficult for policymakers
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Because the Missouri state

to forecast and plan future budgets.

government has to pay for these
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a tax credit, that credit comes at the

In their efforts to solve economic

programs, it has already had to make

problems in their area, government

cuts in education and public safety.

officials are more likely to support

2

Whenever the state of Missouri awards

projects that are large and easily

Figure 1 – 10-Year Trend — All Tax Credits3
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observable instead of projects that are

concentrated benefits, and it diffuses the

more likely to achieve genuine, long-term

costs of these benefits to all those who

economic growth. Large development

remain unsubsidized in the marketplace.
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projects are easy to see, but the unseen
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In short, tax credits are a form of wealth

includes the jobs that were destroyed

redistribution — we all bear the cost,

because the money that would have

but only special interests and favored

funded them was appropriated for other

industries benefit.

uses. A renovated historical building is an

Tax credits operate by reducing the

easily seen effect; however, the products

individual or corporate income tax bills

and services that would have otherwise

of credit recipients. By reducing the tax

been consumed in the private sector, in

burden of a single targeted industry

the absence of that renovation, represent

or company, the marginal tax rate for

the unseen effects.

everybody else increases if overall
government spending is not also reduced

concentrated
benefits, diffused
costs
In subsidy programs, the state

2

by the amount of that credit.6 In addition,
the fact that many of these tax credits are
transferable means that they can be sold
on a secondary market. Consequently, tax
credits can ultimately benefit individuals

government redistributes wealth to

who have nothing to do with the rationale

special interest groups in the form of

for their issuance.

Tax credits often don’t create
economic activity, but instead merely
shift it to another location. When states

are inaccurate and unable to predict true
costs.
The auditor issued a report in

compete over companies by offering

September 2010 echoing the conclusion

increasingly generous incentive packages,

that tax credits fail to deliver their predicted

taxpayers lose because they have to foot

results. The report studied 19 businesses

the bill. This dynamic also forces small

authorized for Enterprise Zone Tax Credits

businesses that lack lobbying power to

(EZTC) and Enhanced Enterprise Zone

compete at a competitive disadvantage.

Tax Credits (EEZTC), and found that

As a recent example, while Ford lobbied

the actual jobs created were 6.1 percent

for $150 million in tax incentives from

fewer than proposed in 2007, and actual

Missouri, the company also courted

investment was 29.5 percent less than

Kentucky,

7, 8

Michigan, Ohio, and
9

10

Illinois for financial assistance,
11

proposed.14
As an example, data from the Bureau of

communicating the message that it would

Labor Statistics show that the film industry

locate within the borders of the highest

in Missouri hasn’t experienced significant

bidder.

job growth as a consequence of film tax
credits.15 In fact, the number of Missourians

exaggerated
benefits,
understated costs

employed in the film industry has decreased.
Meanwhile, the Missouri state government
spent approximately $13 million over the
last 10 years on this program. Despite the
program having achieved the opposite of its

Failures in Missouri
In practice, targeted tax credit
programs defeat the purposes that

intended objectives, there are nonetheless
continued calls for its expansion.

supporters usually cite in their favor:

Failures in Other States

encouraging employment and helping

Policymakers often look to the

Missouri compete. In April 2010, the

economic development strategies used

Missouri state auditor issued a report,

in other states and try to emulate them.

“Findings in the audit of Tax Credit Cost

In fact, tax credit programs have failed to

Controls,” communicating that tax credits

deliver on their promises in other states,

have less of an impact than predicted and

as well. The Mackinac Center for Public

cost more than anticipated. The auditor

Policy in Michigan published an extensive

reviewed 15 major tax credit programs in

survey and review of Michigan’s tax

Missouri and found that the fiscal notes

credits,16 and found that only 7.9 percent

underestimated the total cost of the

of projects were completed on time and

programs by $1.1 billion over a five-year

produced the number of jobs promised.17

12

period.13 Additionally, the report remarked

In practice,
targeted tax credit
programs defeat
the purposes that
supporters usually
cite in their favor:
encouraging
employment and
helping Missouri
compete.

Ohio has had a similarly unsuccessful

that the short time frame — three years

experience with its targeted tax credit

— of the cost estimates limits their ability

program. Approximately one in 10 jobs

to predict long-term effects. The audit

that officials promised would result from

also notes that even longer estimates

the credits were not created, according

3

Figure 2 – Average Employment in “Motion Picture and Sound Recording Industries” in Missouri
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to a 2010 report by the Columbus

multiplier or spillover effects.19 University

Dispatch.18 The state government in

of Missouri–Columbia economist Emek

Ohio had approved 955 projects using

Basker found that there is a substitution in

tax credits since 1993. Although it had

economic activity from all other industries

originally forecasted $1.6 billion in activity,

to the ones receiving the tax credit.20 This

only $525 million, or 40 percent, in tax
certificates had been issued during that
period. Additionally, the study noted that,
for several credits, the projected number
of jobs was revised after submission. The
projected jobs for one particular project
was reduced from 3,323 to 491. Many
other projects listed zero jobs committed.

Shortcomings in Studies
Furthermore, these studies rely
on the existence of a “multiplier effect”
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The evidence
suggests that tax
credit programs
have no magic
multiplier or
spillover effects.
University
of Missouri–
Columbia
economist Emek
Basker found
that there is a
substitution
in economic
activity from all
other industries
to the ones
receiving the
tax credit. This
causes the
state’s tax base
to shrink.

causes the state’s tax base to shrink.
To supply the same number of services,
revenues must be made up by applying
a larger tax rate to the remaining tax
base.21 Many audit reports have found
inaccuracies and omissions in the data
collection conducted by the Department of
Economic Development (DED) regarding
tax credit programs.22 In a recent example,
a September 2010 audit by the state
auditor’s office found that the DED had
a 43-percent error rate simply when
recording estimated jobs and investment

— the purported ability of government

figures from businesses receiving EZTC.

spending to incite resonating economic

In one instance, the DED inflated a

activity. However, the evidence suggests

business’ investment estimate by 1,438

that tax credit programs have no magic

percent.23

recommendations
for reform
Elimination
My first proposal for reform is to
eliminate targeted development tax credit
programs in Missouri. From a fundamental
and empirical perspective, tax credits are
inferior to other economic development
tools at the state government’s disposal.
By offering tax credits that are targeted
to specific industries and companies,
the state is acknowledging that doing
business in Missouri is prohibitively
expensive. As a negative consequence of
this policy, the state government places
non-favored businesses at a comparative
disadvantage, and makes it even more
difficult for them to compete. As a second
negative consequence, it gives special
interests the incentive to petition the
government for special favors, when they
could instead spend their efforts engaging
in productive work.
In the game of picking winners
and losers, the government almost
always picks losers. This is because the
government chooses to protect companies
and industries that the market has already
rejected to some degree. If they were
successful and viable on their own, they
wouldn’t need to seek the favor of the
government. A knowledge problem exists:
When the government attempts to plan
the economy, it asserts that it knows the

out of playing favorites in the market and
instead let individuals determine their own
optimal levels by engaging in unrestricted
trade.
Even if other nations, states, or
localities offer tax incentives to lure
businesses, Missouri would be better
off if we don’t do the same — because
we benefit from the lower prices that
those subsidies create, without it costing
Missouri’s taxpayers a dime. It would be
better for everyone if all states stopped
providing these subsidies, but Missouri will
still experience better economic growth if
it unilaterally removes itself from the tax
incentive bidding wars.
Missourians would benefit if the state
government took a hands-off approach

It would be better
for everyone if all
states stopped
providing these
subsidies, but
Missouri will still
experience better
economic growth
if it unilaterally
removes itself
from the tax
incentive bidding
wars.

to economic development instead of
providing subsidies to private companies.
Missouri’s tax credit programs have
not fulfilled their stated purposes, and
spending more on them will not likely
result in better outcomes. Missouri’s tax
dollars would be much better spent in the
hands of individual Missourians than on
enticements for particular companies.
Instead of using public dollars to
attempt to pick winners and losers, the
state government should let consumers
and investors decide which businesses,
developments, and films succeed.

Improvements in Data
Collection
Although the best-case scenario

optimal level of something. In practice,

would be to eliminate all development

such a level is impossible to determine. I

tax credit programs, I realize that we live

do not know the socially optimal mix of any

in a world of second-best solutions and

set of products and services, and neither

that this may not be politically feasible.

do government officials. No one has

There are other policy changes that the

access to perfect information. It would be

state government can investigate, such

beneficial if the state government stayed

as improving its data collection. The DED

5

may take additional steps to ensure that
its data is correct, for instance, with no
inaccuracies or omissions.
When measuring the performance
of tax credit programs in Missouri,
policymakers should instead consider
whether any jobs or economic activity
have been generated by programs in
progress, not the hoped-for activity from
credits that were very recently authorized
or issued. It is misleading to herald the
number of projected jobs and projected
economic activity as evidence for success,
as the DED does now, or to rely on
data that is self-reported by tax credit
recipients.
As a positive consequence of refining
the metrics by which success is gauged,
the state government will have more
information available to weed out tax credit
fraud and application discrepancies.26

Annual or Cumulative
Limits, Sunset Provisions
Second, limits and sunset clauses
should be used to control the cost of
tax credit programs in Missouri, given
that the fiscal notes had poor predictive
power. This was proposed in the April
2010 report from the state auditor’s
office, which pointed out that, of the 53
programs redeemed in 2009, 23 did not
have annual or cumulative limits. The
report also observed that it is difficult to
predict the long-term effects of specific
tax credits; with a sunset provision, the
effects are reviewed and evaluated before
a program is continued. Annual and
cumulative limits would hold tax credits
to the amount specified by the bill, which
would discourage underestimates as well
as control tax credit expenditures.
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